
 
 
BED FROM GOVERNMENT  
 
 

 
  

 
 

 
Donald Woods Winnicott, The Child and the Outside World, 1957 

"  love babies. I hear that baby crying. I like it. Actually, I was 
only kidding.      

D. Trump, Ashburn, Virginia, 2016 

 
 

 
 

 
 
First, we should understand there are three populations: administrators, babies, police. 
 

Part 1: ON BABIES 
 
We, in the government now, notice that with rare exception you are self-tormented organisms, 
engaging in autosuggestive ruminations and other gripping individualisms. Existence itself for you is 
a dismantling condition of reclamation and defeat, containing delusions of redemption. And this 
occurs inside the cataract of your overwhelming need. You, some of whom are a herd of maladaptive 
criminals, intractable and self-deceiving, shackled to an itching anatomy, are compelled both to 
spasm in the presence of others and to pay dentists. Yet irrevocably, the smut of your life is blown 
again and again in the shape of babies out of your vulvas. And again and again before clocks you 
stand entirely unclothed before the coitus partner, your pendulating skins sacs, with their various 

gelatinous molds of embarrassing, useless machines. So universally ignominious is the activity that 
even the almost incomprehensibly ugly among 
the embarrassment of all this spasming is undertaken while your children outside practice mock 
neighborhood revolutions and studiously enact pantomimes of discord and other toy-filled 
approximations of mayhem. Your towns are collections of slapping. Yet still, remarkably, you feel 
your world is something worth copulating in.  
 



 Part 2: POLICE 
 
Our police are marvelous. Yet you arrived here as a result of a vast assemblage of stupidities. Every 
moment somewhere some collection of tumult comes to climax and collapses. Your appliances, no 
newer, how neat and smooth and regular they once were. Even your tools, the meta-objects which 
we all temper to be harder than the sub-world of other objects, succumb to the softening, loosening, 
breakage and collapse that mothers endeavor to launch their babies into, ushered by our fine police 
departments. 
 
Our police do not touch affection. Nor do they refresh themselves in the old preserve of oblivion, as 
the rest of you do. The police have remarkable discipline and they use it to go out among you.   
 
The police, as always, are here to help. This is not some kind of joke. Do you think this is some kind 
of joke? The police are merely the social and institutional expression of your aversions and cravings.  
 
More important, where are the labia of your youngest mothers? We, in the government now, are 
looking for them. Looking for them among the courts. We see them between the lawyers, the layers 
of the law, they are there sparkling even in the aisles of commerce, they are pinned in the very bodies 
that carry the tits. Vast activity is the point of industry. Industry is an exterior matter and happens 
outside the realm of your concern. Inside the realm we are administrators, babies, police. The 
undermining of everything starts in the courts. There is no substantial way in which the arts could 
be the end of courts. But we know many of you would like the arts to be the end of the courts. We 
would like this too. 
 
What is the thing in you that wants approval of our police? We see you stand away from the 
catastrophe when you can. But we notice you sometimes present yourselves at the catastrophe, as if 

hat all the 
while strewn and blown galaxies of bright gold ore are unwinding far over your hair. It is not 
infrequently that flowers in a tornado are shoved shining through some distant town. And glandular 
crows recent from the tender autumnal wheat peck like derricks at the streetsmashed just beyond 
your windows. Inside our hospitals, your wounded try to open to the pain. Others work to close the 
wound, as if it were a window to the old forces. Outside, clinics and charcoals hang in the world, out 
on remote rocky coasts, in cold bright weather the canneries are destroying under aurora after aurora 
countless rays and pollocks. The catastrophe is everywhere, stop seeking it, and abide. Disaster and 

 humanize our police. Catastrophe is a doorway around which industries cluster. Each 
of these calls to, and hones, the perfections of the police.  
 
 Part 1: ON BABIES 
 
Do you think you have auspicious beginnings? It begins with a wandering in the mouth of another 
who was previously, and then remained, a stranger. A family is an acquaintanceship augmented by 
the celebrated arrival of new tissue.  



 
We are all amputees of the maternal. What did our mothers really do, deep in life, itinerant, 
indigenous to the apocalypse, somehow advocates of the green, the delicate, the febrile? They are so 
abundant everywhere, these lady senators of many species, the manufacturers of your teeth. They are 
the foundation of prime numbers. The template of symmetry. Groundwork of candles and soothing 
practice. Base of agate. Mater. Mother. Matrix of fruit. Yet no one has yet found the truly maternal 
tits. 
 
In truth, babies are unimportant. Otherwise why did they not make statues of babies? Look at the 
picture of the ungraspable baby. Notice the dense animal of the infant. Count its handles. Where is 
the justice in opposing babies?  
 
 Part 2: POLICE  
 

hypocrisy that allows them to generate force. This is in part why they love the intemperance of your 
babies and the dishevelment of their small personages, their inability to wipe or dab, those essential 
skills of the clean. That helplessness, which our police despise, legitimates their authority.  
 
 Part 1: ON BABIES  
 
We thought you would like a poem.  
 
When we look at your coitus partner, her round behind 
before us in the air, the place of birth 
we stand of fence, to stop others, the house of earth, a flag of contaminant,  
the dense and first, the canister, the standard and cluster, of generation. Who can model what this 
does. Imagine matter beautifully spread, 
how it would crack 
and fragment to lumps and muss,  
the lucid nature of the stars, the opaque ankles, the shell of her head and shining eyes, how popular 
are these fragments held 
above beds, moved and shoved. 
 There was no theory until now, 
simple reason brought these grams here. They are limpid and sit too on the range 
of stars, and the pressure and charge of light and number. We expect there are closets and atoms we 
can open here. What determines this mass, what mass from this is missing 

this burning taffrail and the fuel strangling there, the building years, the activity flared here, 
the pink hot impacts now passed 
and before us this origin of future worlds. One needs a little more than jeans, balance, bits, 
dominating, the expending exponential factors, how old are the colleagues who know this, who 
stand here with us with the wrong answer, you too stand predicting the action of the gas, the raw, 



the heavy elemental seeds, each damage, pressure of debris, all this pictorial bright dust that forms 
structure, this stuff is crucial and it moves our numbers and they are 
 brought into her world 
as hydrogens, thus her pulsing amniotes, her calories striking out from the nipples, the traces made 
by her farms of iron, notice 
 the ratio of copulation to fossils. This woman will never be primitive and old, and her metal-

 
 
 Part 2: POLICE 
 
Yes, we grant that policing is the quintessential profession of human vanity: all of us like to cause, 
not to be affected (unless the cause that affects us is pleasurable). Please try to understand what a 
burden the police undertake.  
 
 Part 1: ON BABIES 
 
Mothers are miraculous and saintly, yes, 

put into all of us. We all, not just you, continue with the maintenance of our appendages and engage 
in the encapsulation of materials by our mouths, the extrusion of the mixtures altered through our 
holes. We too know what mouths are. How did the mouths get here?, you ask. A rack of testicles was 
rolled out into a field and met with a splatter of vulvas. 
 
And so your baby moves away from its tissue custodians, reserving for its own safety and growth a 
darling lifeself, smaller than many dogs, athetoid at first with the slow voltage of infancy, it is a fruit 
of planetariums and harbors, drunk tourist of chair bottoms, stunted, camper, thinker of pigs, 
diminutive exemplar of obstinance, collector of difficulty and heavy toys, dense, flappy discoverer. 
This we know. 
 

-being. The world gives no fucks for it. Uptight 
little faculty member of its own problematic school. So, be commended.  
 
But a rejoicing mother is an offense to beauty. What is there to rejoice? What triumph does the 
mother witness, or create? She creates a lozenge of tissue on which fever experiments. It oscillates 
between her tits. Balancing between those two storms, the empty and the full, the one the refuge 
from the other. 
 
The baby is the first fossil. Sustained life lives above it, far above its muffled stasis and irrelevance.  
 
 Part 2: POLICE 



 
Your dismal court proceedings with state officials are special to our police, and all such things that 
end in arguments are of course anchored in the bed. No mistake then that the resources of the state 
seem at once to ignore and to concentrate on the desuetude and fumbling in your bed. And as the 
baby is a principle claimant on the resources of your bed, and as the glues of your bed which hold 
you there in the morning are what cause you there to suck on one other, we therefore find these, and 
even your lavatories, relevant to our proceedings. Your baby and your defecations are, in a word, 
relevant to us. The bed and the bath, that twin collection of flushing and stink, noises, the two vaults 
of well-known abasements, the metallic clank and clothy sounds of belts, the loose releasings of 
buttons, the necessities that precede and succeed the spewings and heaps and spatters that mark the 
trafficking of smeary matter at the edges of the body in these rooms. These are relevant to us. 
Sparkling eyes and the murky mouth of the bedroom are no more superfluous to us than the 
melancholy dealings in your gloomy washrooms. 
 
But what a little festival of freedom is defecation. How lucky you are to have it. Not even the cozy 
evening pleasures collected from all the carnivals at the outskirts of all the megalopolises, not even 
the steadiest pleasures found in the watching of afternoon park events or children-teamed games, not 
even all of these pleasures netted, grossed, and accounted in the most comprehensive tallying, can 
compare to the perfection and exquisite enjoyment found in even one brief, ignominious, and 
modest act of defecation. You should feel rich. 
 
It is by force of arms that we exit the state. And we understand that you may at times feel it is 
impossible to exist in the state without becoming a buffoon. We urge you, for your sake, tell others 
about this feeling. 
 
 
An early version of this poem appeared in Resist Much / Obey Little  Inaugural Poems to the 
Resistance (NY: Spuyten Duyvil Press, 2017). It is forthcoming in Best American Experimental Writing 
2018. 
 
 
 




